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Introduction
Because of the strict oral tradition of the Ordo ex Veritas, there are no 'official o.e.v documents' in
existence. However, there is one exception - an anecdotal report tells that at the dawn of the 20th
Century, fragmented esoteric texts, supposedly from rock/stone inscriptions, and of great age, came
into the possession of the o.e.v.
The case caused quite a stir because the principles and symbols expressed within the texts described
the innermost o.e.v teachings and keys that heretofore had only been passed orally. The
circumstances surrounding the find are vague; however, it was reported that the text was inscribed on
fragments of grey coloured rock, and on sandy coloured rock shards.
The texts entered into o.e.v lore and were accepted as confirmation. In the following material, I
present the texts as they were passed to the author (the actual text is noted in italics) through
initiation.
--()-The Fragments
Fragment 1 - Crossing, Joining, Leaving, and restoration
From crossing and joining, chaos and conflict came to be, and the many departed. One
remained at the gate, and the night of forgetting fell. Key and markers, to secret and purpose,
are hidden until the time of remembering dawns. And with key and markers, the portal opens
to confirm secret and purpose. Then the remnant will unify with that which can be, and all
shall exist within reality. And this is the key. Rites of passage will manifest secret and
purpose, and few will understand, and fewer will see. All that was begun now completes, and
nothing can be fulfilled beyond the gate. There is but one key, five markers, and five rites of
passage. To the seeker, a warning - you will face the great illusion, and only in light will you
succeed.
--()-Fragment 2 - The Key
When the five-pointed-star that is man, joins with the six-pointed-star of that which can be,
and all exists within the six-sided circle of reality, then the key is complete, and the portal
opens. Within the key lie the twenty-two paths, and that which is, now grows by that which is
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not, and secret and purpose are fulfilled. The Sphinx presides upon the key, and judgement
determines the way.
--()-Fragment 3 - Erecting the Key
Look to the heavens, and the key is illuminated. Where equinox and equinox, solstice and
solstice meet, there is beginning. And, two hours from dawn, then five times four hours for
one round, determine the rites of passage and the limits of the key. Herein lies the path of life,
and each to all is joined two and twenty times in the celebration of life, and in this is the key
erected.
--()-Fragment 4 - Opening the Portal
He who erects the key, opens the portal by entering where equinox and solstice meet, and
energy unto the four locks will flow, and the gates open - physical, spirit, behind, and before.
Perception and expression are unified through dominions and rite of passage, and secret and
purpose are fulfilled in the celebration of life.
--()-Fragment 5 - Markers, Rites of Passage, Paths, and Dominions
Five markers point to the rites of passage. With sensation there is recognition. With feeling
there is utilisation. With wisdom there is realisation. Without illusion there is actualisation.
Through unification there is being, and all is manifested, in freedom, by the paths through the
four dominions.
--()-Fragment 6 - Ending
The spiral of life unravels, and the cycle is complete. There is a futile stand against the enemy
within that cannot be defeated, and the enemy within prevails. They who are deluded by the
gods who are no gods, shall be no more, and they who wish to leave shall leave. For, secret
and purpose can only be fulfilled in the joy, desire, and celebration of life.
--()-The Shards

Shard i
To he who opens the portal, know this:
They came from the stars,
They have gone to the stars,
They will not be coming back,
They have no need to return...
--()-Shard ii
That which we started, we can now fulfil,
We do not need them,
We do not need to seek for them,
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We do not need to wait for them,
We do not need to follow them...
--()-Shard iii
We look to ourselves,
We have chosen the better path,
We are few.
May we prosper on our journey,
And may we be safe,
For we are all who are left...
--()-Shard iv
They are not coming back,
We do not need to follow,
We can fulfil all that we started,
In us the universe is manifested,
We are free,
We can think,
We hope for tomorrow...
End
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